All Nydree Engineered Flooring Products
Pedestrian 2.0 Finish
Urethane Finish Maintenance
Repair Kit for Surface Scratches
Masking / Concealing Light Scratches
A Zenith Tibet Almond Stick or Cal-Flor Scratch Away can be used to make ‘white’ scratches turn clear.
Tibet Almond Stick
1.
Open canister and remove blue wrapper from Almond stick.
2.
Wipe the ‘white’ scratch only with either end of the Zenith Tibet Almond Stick.
3.
Wipe any excess off with white rag.
Cal-Flor Scratch Away
1.
Shake well.
2.
Apply a small amount to the ‘white’ scratch only.
3.
Wipe any excess off with white rag.
4.
If gloss is too high, continue to wipe of excess material until desired sheen is achieved.

Superficial Scratch Removal From a Small Area or Individual Plank
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.

Be sure the area to be repaired is free from wax, polish or oily residue.
Sweep and vacuum the damaged area thoroughly to remove any loose dirt and grit.
Tape off the damaged plank(s) using 3MTM Painters’ Pre-Taped Masking Film or 3M 2080 Blue
Painter’s Tape to avoid coating adjacent plank(s).
Spray Bona® PrepTM over the flooring to be recoated. Abrade/Buff the flooring wet using the Bona
Conditioning Pad (Maroon Pad).
Immediately remove any residues using a white rag dampened with Bona Prep.
Once the flooring has dried, smooth out the superficial scratches in the plank(s) always sanding in
the grain direction using the 220/240 grit sandpaper. Be careful not to completely sand through the
finish.
Lightly abrade the remainder of the plank(s) using the Bona Conditioning Pad (Maroon Pad), so the
Touch-Up polyurethane will adhere.
Tack the plank(s) to remove dust and grit using a white rag dampened with Bona Prep.
Allow the flooring to dry completely. Immediately apply 2-3 coats of Nydree Flooring Satin Touch-Up
polyurethane to the entire plank(s) using a sponge brush. Allow two to three hours between coats of
polyurethane.
For the smoothest appearance, abrade with the Bona Conditioning Pad (Maroon Pad) and tack with
a slightly water-dampened white cloth between coats of urethane.
Remove blue tape.
Allow 24 hours for light traffic.

Note: This procedure and kit is for Nydree’s standard Pedestrian 2.0 15 Gloss Satin Finish. If a custom gloss
finish was applied at the factory, the corresponding gloss finish should be used for the repair. Bona
Mega®/Traffic®/Traffic HD can be used in any gloss level to make blendable with the surrounding finish.
To purchase all Nydree Flooring maintenance products, contact your local sales representative, order
maintenance materials from the website www.nydreeflooring.com or call Nydree Flooring Customer Service
at 800.682.5698.
3M® is a registered trademark of 3M Industries.
Bona® ,Mega® and Traffic® are registered trademarks of BonaKemi USA, Inc.
PrepTM is a trademark of BonaKemi USA, Inc.
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